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A bstract: Breast tissue malignancy is one among the most common varieties of cancer
found worldwide. The number of incidents has been increasing gradually with time.
Mammography scanning technique has been found to be one of the trusted methods to
detect the lesions in the breast. Although mammography works almost accurately, it is a
very invasive and uncomfortable scanning technique the patients have to go through.
Young women having very thick breasts are more likely to get a false positive result. To
reduce and eradicate all these discrepancies, scientists have been trying to develop and
discover certain devices and scanning techniques that would be more accurate and
sensitive than the mammograms and will overcome its shortcomings altogether. A
number of different scanning techniques and procedures including Sonography,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging and others are being used presently for breast cancer
screening. This review aims to list and describe all such available technicalities and
procedures for imaging along with screening of the breast cancer patients.
Keywords: Breast Cancer, Imaging, Mammography, Advancement, Technology.

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer can be considered one of the
most common types of cancer terrifying
women ali over the earth [Fig 1]. It is actuaiiy
the second most common cancer found
woridwide [ 1 ] and simultaneousiy is aiso the
second prime cause of cancer aliied death.
One in every eight women is suffering from
breast cancer. According to the data avaiiabie, 70% of the patients iiving in developed
countries have been detected with breast
cancer in either I or II stage. In only 20-50% of
the patients living in the developing coun
tries, breast cancer could be detected at an
early stage. It is a type of tissue cancer where

the inner layer of milk glands, lobules, and
tiny ducts present in the breast get affected.
Women between 45 to 55 years of age are at
a higher risk of getting breast cancer. Race,
iodine deficiency in diet, high hormone level
and economic status are also a factor that
can result in breast cancer. Breast cancer has
many different stages. It has also been
reported that viruses play a very significant
part in the development and infection of
breast cancer [2]. According to a report from
The National Cancer Registry Program, in
India, the number of people suffering from
breast cancer com plications have been
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found to be higher in the metropoiitan cities
compared to the ones in the rural areas.
About 25 to 32 people out of 100 are patients
of breast cancer [3].

is what is termed as a 'false-positive' test.
Some research also shows that extensive
m am m ography can increase the risk o f
breast cancer in many women with dense
breasts [5]. A number o f other imaging and
scanning techniques can overcom e the
limitations o f mammograms. They vary in
their sensitivity and specificity of working.
Here by the term 'sensitivity' the author
means the proportion o f correctly detected
tests that indicate the cancerous cells,
whereas the term 'specificity' refers to the
frequency in which true negative results ('true
negative' denotes a result which correctly
predicts if a patient does not have breast
cancer) are obtained after testing the patients
who do not have breast cancer. They are iess
invasive in nature and can aimost accurateiy
monitor and detect breast cancer in the
patients. Most of the time the patients of
breast ca n ce r w ouid re quire com piete
removai of tissue, chemotherapy, radiother
apy and hormone therapy. According to
different studies, extraordinary paraiieis have
been noted connecting the normai growth,
progression and deveiopm ent o f breast
maiignancy at the moiecuiar degree from
which it has been further hypothesized that
the mammary cancer stem ceiis can give rise
to breast cancer [6 ].

Currently there are 23 technologies that have
shown potential for breast cancer screening,
but out of these the Food and Drug Adminis
tration, that is, the FDA has approved only 10
technologies. Out o f these 10 technologies,
only 3 tech nolo gies, firstly, screen-film
mammography, followed by digital mammog
raphy and lastly, computer-aided detection
[CAD], have gained approval for breast
cancer screening. Other approved technolo
gies are actually supposed to be used along
with mammography or be used for other
purposes [4]. Mammography is widely and
extensively utilized for screening and diagno
sis. It is also used for standard care for
women above the age o f 40 years. In this
technique, firstly the patient's breast is gentiy
pressed by a technician. Then the images of
the breast are produced from many different
angles. This creates a set of pictures. This set
is termed as 'mammograms'. This process is
done for each breast. In mammograms, the
breast tissue appears to be whitish and
opaque while the fatty tissue appears to be
darker and pellucid. The cancerous tissue
can be identified by observing the white
space in the mammograms. This happens
due to the x-ray being absorbed by it. This
breast compression feels extremely uncom
fortable for the females. Some might even
feel consistent pain because o f mammogra
phy. This method Is actually very Invasive for
the patients. A false-positive result Is often
obtained. A t a point when a mammogram
Indicates an abnormal region that appears to
be cancerous, but ends up being normal, this
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tumor so formed is benign or non-cancerous.
Therefore, this is also considered as noninvasive breast cancer. This type of cancer
can convert to invasive cancer but it is not
compulsory for it to do so [7]. The growth of
this type of breast cancer is so slow that even
without treatment it would not affect the
health of women. Another type involves the
'Invasive' cancer. Breast cancer is usually
invasive. In this type of cancer, the tumor or
lesions are malignant. They spread from their
site of origin to grow on surrounding tissues of
the breast. Staging of breast cancer is done
on th e b a s is o f TN M (T um o r, N ode,
Metastasis) staging (Table 1). By thorough
analysis of this 'TNM staging', a number of
questions can be answered. T of TNM can
detect the size of the primary tumor along
with the biomarkers involved with the tumor.
'N' can detect if the cancer has any potential
or probability to spread among various lymph
nodes of the body, and if it does, the nodes
that can get affected by it, the size of the
tumor and if there's any possibility of more
than one tumor to be present in the lymph
nodes. Lastly, 'M' can detect the metastasis
of cancer, that is, if cancer can stretch to
different segments of the body.

Fig.1. Breast Cancer Incidences (A) Breast Cancer
Incidences Found Worldwide (B) Graphical
Representation of the Average Estimate of Breast
Cancer Incidences Observed Every 100,000 Women
in Europe, America, Africa and Asia

2. B R E A S T C A N C E R G R O W TH A N D
STAGING
There are two ways in which cancer may
grow. Firstly, there is 'Carcinoma In-Situ'.
When ducts and lobules expand due to
replacement of normal epithelial cells by
cancerous cells in the passage of breast, it is
known as Ductal Carcinoma In-Situ or DCIS.
Here the abnormal cells do not grow beyond
the area from where they originated. The

Table 1: Breast Cancer Staging
Stage of Cancer

Description

Stage 0

in this stage, the cancer ceiis have formed and are present only at the site of
origin. No iymph nodes are affected by the cancerous ceils. No other organs are
affected by the abnormal cells. At this stage the cancer is non-invasive.

Stage lA

The size of the tumor Is up to 2 cm. No nodes are affected by cancerous cells.
The cancer has not proliferated outside of the patient’s breast.

Stage IB

The tumor size is about less than 2 cm and mini masses of cancerous cells are
present in the lymph tissues and nodes which are less than 2 mm in size.

Stage IIA

Here also the mass of the tumor is less than 2 cm. At this stage the cancer cells
are present in a maximum of 3 lymph nodes. The diameter of the forming
metastasis is more than 2 mm.
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Stage IIB

Size of the major tumor is between 2 cm to 5 cm. The cancerous cell masses
present In the lymph nodes are between 0.2 mm to 2 mm in size.

Stage IIlA

The primary tumor is less than or almost equal to 5 cm in size. A total of nine
lymph tissues and nodes get affected In this stage in the axilla or the cancerous
cells have metastasized in the lymph nodes along with the glands but strictly not
to the internal organs.

Stage IIIB

Chest and skin have tumor growth on them but have not metastasized to internal
organs In this stage.

Stage MIC

At this stage the primary tumor is invasive. It has spread to more than ten lymph
nodes and has metastasized to chest walls or skin.

Stage IV

The cancer at this stage has spread beyond the breast and lymph nodes. Other
organs also have cancerous cells. Distant lymph nodes are also affected by the
cancer.

3. TECHNOLOGIES INVOLVED IN BREAST MALIGNANCY DETECTION
A num ber of technologies are involved in breast tissue malignancy detection, monitoring and
diagnosis.
Table 2: Short Summary of the Imaging Technologies in a Table form
SI.
No.
1

2

Imaging
Technique

Sensitivity

Mammography About 7 590%

Magnetic
Resonance
Imaging

About 7 5100%

Specificity

Advantages

Disadvantages

About 9 095%

Cost effective, It also has
very high specificity and
also
possesses
good
sensitivity that can produce
a good result.

In this
technique,
the
sensitivity can decrease with
the increase in breast
thickness, it also produces
very low contrast compared
to MRI technique, the
accuracy has often been
found to be low In young
women, it uses ionizing
radiation and women with
thick breasts often get falsepositive results.

About 8 398%

MRI technique can be used
in the detection of the
breast cancer lesions that
often escape from the
clinical findings and from
the
Mammograms
and
ultrasound.

it Is very costly, has no
ability to differentiate the
malignant and the benign
lesions In the breast tissues.
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3

Dynamic
Contrast
Enhanced
MRI
(DCE-MRI)

About 8 9 99%

About 3 786%

It can very well monitor and
also regulate the post
treatment
results
and
responses.

False-negative results are
often obtained because of
the fragments based on
bleeding and structure of the
breast tumor.

4

Magnetic
Resonance
Elastography

About 9 0 100%

About 3 7 80%

It is non invasive in nature
and is also a type of non
ionizing technique.

Inability to detect very small
focal breast lesions. It also
lacks in spatial resolution,
which is only about 25-100
urn.

5

Diffusion
Weighted
Imaging

About
83%

About
84%

This technique is actually a
non
radioactive
type
imaging process.

It often fails to detect the
high
water
containing
cancer wounds in the breast
due to the very high
apparent
diffusion
coefficients.

6

Magnetic
Resonance
Spectroscopy

About
93%

About
70%

Has
the
potential
to Inability to
identify
or
overcome the drawbacks of diagnose
the
earlier
the
mammography malignant lesions. It needs a
technique. It has a very lot of improvement for its
high range of sensitivity and wide uses in clinical trials
is also radiation free in and
other
diagnostic
nature. All imaging planes procedures.
are possible with the well
excelled spatial resolution
of this imaging process
(spatial resolution of this
process can get up to 0.25
cm®).

7

Positron
Emission
Tomography
in integration
with
Computer
aided
Tomography
Scan as
PET-CT
Scan

About 9 0 100%

About 7 590%

This procedure is non
invasive in nature. It is also
beneficial to the patients
since it provides almost
twice the medical help
required.

Inability to detect the tumors
sized less than 8 mm. Also,
this process of breast
imaging is extremely costly,
therefore it can often cannot
be afforded.

8

Breast
Specific
Gamma
Imaging

About 9 0 96%

About 7 1 80%

Ability to identify lesions
smaller than 1 cm in size.

This
technique
is
not
suitable
for
routine
screening of breast tumors.
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9

Molecular
Image
Guided
Sentinel
Node Biopsy

About
90.5%

About
85.7%

Post operative complexities
and issues can be well
reduced with the use of this
technique.

This technique is not useful
for the patients who have
any inflammatory breast
malignancy or any locally
type advanced cancer.

10

Ultrasound

About 8 0 89%

About 3 488%

Cost effective, easy to
access, and use, breast
lesions can be visualized
well with ultrasound.

It can often give out false
positive results, and has no
such inability to detect the
micro calcifications in the
breast.

11

Digital
Infrared
Thermograph

About
78%

About
75%

It can be called a very
important addition to the
ultrasound
and
mammography technologie,
especially in the women
who are having very thick
parenchyma
in
their
breasts. It is a low radiation
breast imaging method.

It is not such an effective
process of breast cancer
imaging
compared
to
mammography and it can
often wrongfully indicate
benign tumors as malignant.

About
80%

About 7075%

This technique tries to
recognize the anomalies in
the breast tissue that can
often get missed with tests
that just inspect the breasts
for only a short time frame.

Often considered a high risk
process and sometimes it
can
also
give
out
unexpected and abnormal
results.

y

12

Thermorhythmometr

y

13

Electrical
Potential
Measuremen
t

About 9095%

About 4065%

It is non-invasive in nature
and is a fast procedure. The
test results can be obtained
immediately after testing.

This technique is not applied
largely to the patients and
clinical studies are still
conducted to find its broader
applications in the imaging
of breast cancer.

14

Electrical
Impedance
Scanning

About 7085%

About 6770%

This technique of scanning
does not release any kind
of radiation, which is a great
advantage for the patients.
It is also non-invasive in
nature and its use can lead
to the reduction in the
number of biopsies.

Not approved by the FDA as
a device for breast cancer
screening. It is also not used
broadly in clinical trials.

15

Microwave
Imaging

About 8590%

About 8590%

Tumors as small as 6 mm
sized identified. It does not
use radiation, It is also a
very relaxing process.

Inability
to
detect
microcalcifications in breast
tissues, sized less than 6
mm.
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16

Optical
Imaging

About
90%

About 90%

This technique is safe, it
can be done fast, it is also a
very cost effective one and
is non-invasive in nature.
Also, no radiation is given
to the patients.

This technique is not widely
used in clinical trials. Also, it
suffers from the problems of
low image resolution and
poor image reconstruction
procedures.

17

Ductal
Lavage

About 7578%

About
90%

This technique is used in
patients who can have the
tendency of development of
breast cancer, even before
its occurrence. This process
can also be utilized for
studying
different
bio
markers that can be related
to cancer in the breasts,
along with monitoring of its
unusual
and
abnormal
cytology.

This technique has limited
clinical use. Though it got
FDA approval, it is limited
only to clinical trials for
determining its appropriate
uses in breast cancer
determination, and also to
detect the specificity as well
as the sensitivity of the
process.

18

Gene
Expression
Profiling

About
80%

About 7579%

This technique can well
analyze the tendency of
ever developing
breast
cancer or its recurrence in
the patients after analyzing
their genetic profile. It can
thus help to lower down the
number of open breast
surgeries along with the
number of breast malignant
tissue biopsies.

This technique is useless in
those patients who have got
an
aggressive
breast
malignancy. This technique
is also very costly.

19

Gene Testing

About
85%

About 7075%

By this technique of gene
testing, the patients will be
able to know if they can
have any mutation or any
abnormality in a hereditary
breast malignant gene. In
case of getting a positive
output, patients can decide
the medications or the
therapy types as required.

This technique can often fail
to detect breast malignancy
in the early stage. It is also a
very
costly
procedure.
Sometimes it also can
wrongly give out false
positive results. This can
also take a long time to
produce the results of the
tests.

20

Serum
Proteomic
Profiling

About
90%

About
70%

Non-aggressive type of
imaging technique. It can
reveal
if there
is a
possibility of development
of
cancer
inside
the
women’s body. It is also a
very fast procedure.

Only by sole use of this
technique, cancer cannot be
properly localized, therefore,
it shouid be tied up with any
kind of imaging modality to
obtain a good result. This
process is still in progress
for more enhancement.
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21

Piezoelectric
Finger
Sensor

About 8095%

About 8590%

PFS can produce certain
devices that can detect
breast maiignant iesions
early and very accurately,
when compared to other
imaging process. Devices
which
make
use
of
piezoelectricity are much
less aggressive in nature
and more comfortable.

3.1 Mammography

PFS
can
often
face
sensitivity
to
high
temperature and can cause
issues in breast cancer
screening.

bringing down the loads of breast cancer [ 1 0 ].
The first recombined test of mammography
screening was launched in 1963 in New York
[11]. If a woman experienced any symptoms
relating to breast cancer, for example, a lump
in her breast, diagnostic mammography can
be used in such detections [12]. A number of
anatomical techniques and approaches are
based on m am m ography including the
S cree n-F ilm M am m ography Technique,
Computer Aided Detection Technique, Digital
Mammography Technique.

A m a m m o g ra m is a c tu a lly an x -r a y
photograph of the patient's breast which can
ease the detection and identification o f
va rio u s ca n cero us and n o n -ca ncero us
abnorm alities in the breast. A m iniature
dosage of radiation is applied through the
patient's breast after its com pression in
between two x-ray plates for producing an
image. Mammograms are intensively used
for both the purposes o f screening and
diagnosis of breast cancer [8 ]. Breast cancer
screening with m am m ography points to
detect breast cancer at the earliest stage
when it is curable [9], If the tum or growth is
fo u n d to be h e te r o g e n e o u s o r th e
presumptions regarding the growth of breast
tumors appears to be incorrect, screening
mammography may not be a sufficient tooi for

Screen-Film Mammography is done as a
standard routine for women aged 40 and
over. On a mammogram, the breast tissues
come into view as white and smeared while
the fatty tissues appear to be darker and
pellucid. The cancerous cells appear as white
spaces. Mammography of this kind has a

Mammography Technique

Screening Type

FDA Approval

Screen-Film Mammography
Technique

Routine and clinical screening

Approved in 1969

Computer Aided Detection
Technique

Clinical screening

Approved in 1998

Digital Mammography
Technique

Clinical screening

Approved in 2000
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picture that can be analyzed by the computer
o r ta k e s in p u t d ire c tly fro m a d ig ita l
mammogram. A digital mammogram directly
provides the computer with digital pictures.
It is generally used fo r cross checking
purposes. Radiologists use to check if they
ha ve m isse d a s p o t on th e m a m m o 
gram while screening it. Depending on its
result the radiologist may re-evaluate the
mammogram. This method does not in
crease or decrease the breast ca n ce r
rates, but rather increases the proficiency of
the radiologist. Using this even a usual
ra d io lo g is t can be as p ro fic ie n t as a
specialized one. This does not remove the
discomfort of the patients as the mammo
graphy is still done. It is also one o f the three
technologies approved by FDA for screening
along with the diagnosis of breast cancer.
Then there is the technicalities of digital
mammography, which is nearly similar to
the screen film mammography, the only
difference being that in screen-film the image
was taken on a film whereas here the image
is digital. It has not been proven that the
procedure of digital mammography is better
compared to screen film mammography.
Although the contrast and the resolution of
digital mammography is better at a much
lo w e r d o s e c o m p a re d to s c re e n film
mammography. It is the last one of the three
technologies approved by the FDA for the
screening and diagnosis of breast cancer
malignancy. In the Tomosynthesis method,
the x-ray machine is moved around the
breast in an arc while taking multiple pictures
(usually 12 images). This, Just like digital
mammography, uses low doses of radiation.
The reason behind this is that using multiple
images would cover the areas that are being
overlapped in normal mammography. This

sensitivity in the range of 71-96% if done
yearly. The specificity varies from 90-95%.
Age of the patient being tested, natural
breast thickness of the women, hormone
replacem ent the rap y taken by w om an,
quality of the radiologist performing the job
and the quality of image produced also affect
the results of the mammography. This type of
m a m m o g ra p h y is u n c o m fo rta b le and
invasive for many patients. It is often said to
be painful as well. One of the drawbacks of
this is that it often gives false positives for
women with thicker breasts and even in
women younger than 40. It has been reported
that the chance of encountering a false
positive mammogram result for women going
through biennial screening in Europe ranging
from ages 50 to nearly 70 is about 20% [13]
and the chance of undergoing a biopsy
because of the false positive test result is
about 3% [13]. Still it is one of the three
methods that has been approved by the FDA
for screening and diagnosis. Studies have
calculated that for every 1 0 0 0 women who
have been in v ite d fo r m a m m o g ra p h y
screening process every other year ranging
from ages of 20-50 years, almost 200 will
undergo a false positive mammogram result,
about 30 of them will experience a biopsy
because of this false positive mammogram
result and about 3 of them will get identified
for having interlude cancer. In recent times,
gold-based nanoform ulation techniques
have significantly eased the contrasting in
mammography images [14].
In computer aided detection the computer
goes through the mammograms of a patient
and spotlight the suspicious areas that
indicate cancer. This method uses a laser
that converts the mammogram to a digital
70
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would reduce the chances of missing a
cancer tissue. These pictures that have been
taken would be submitted to a computer
which would then create a high resolution,
cross-sectional. 3-dimensional image of the
breast. This technology may improve the
detection of breast cancer complications in
women with thicker breasts. But currently it
takes a long time for the computer to render
the image (approximately 2 hours). For this
technology to be used the time required for
im age cre a tio n w ould have to reduce
significantly. A study regarding the clinical
performance of Digital Mammography along
w ith D igital B reast Tom osynthesis in a
number of patients of different age groups
and breast density recorded some enhance
ment in evaluation and rates of cancer
detection with Digital Breast Tomosynthesis
being greater on the baseline mammograms
[15]. But again, women with extremely dense
breasts did not have any benefit with the
enhanced recall or cancer detection with
Digital Breast Tomosynthesis on successive
screening series [15].

D ifferent tissue types show exceptional
reverberation qualities which can be shown
with varying difference properties and permit
breast injuries to be recognized. Every MRI
produces many point by point pictures of the
breasts from side to side, front to back and
top to bottom [19]. A radiologist then, at that
point, deciphers the pictures to distinguish
strange districts that might require further
examination. Though empirical data on the
breast cancer learning curve appears to be
la c k in g , som e s tu d ie s have re p o rte d
improved performances of the radiologists
over time [20]. Breast MRI can often detect
m alignancies that couldn't be otherwise
identified from ultrasound detection or clinical
m am m ogram s [21-22]. In this m anner,
workings of MRI might incorporate appraisal
of irregularities that are hazy on a mam
mogram, similar to that of the assurance of
the degree of cancer developm ent after
beginning finding, and for assessment of the
adequacy of therapies. O ther than that,
MRI may likewise be valuable in imaging
increased breast tissue, thick breast tissue
(frequently found in more youthful ladies),
and reviewing breast anomalies that can
be felt however are not noticeable with
custom ary mammography or ultrasound.
During an MRI of the breast, the patient lies
on her stomach on the filtering table. Her
breasts hang into a downturn or hollow in the
table, which contains loops that distinguish
the magnetic signals. The table is moved into
a cylinder-like machine that contains a really
strong magnet. After an underlying series of
pictures has been taken, the patient might be
given a different specialist intravenously to
upgrade the perceivability of tissue attributes.
The differentiation specialist is not radioac
tive in nature and can be utilized to work on

3.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging or MRI
Breast MRI is an important technique utilized
significantly in breast imaging. Cancer can be
successfully detected in the early stage with
this screening technique. It is used for the
indication of staging of well investigated
cancer and screening of it in women suffering
from high and elevated risks of breast cancer
and monitoring of responses to neoadjuvant
chemotherapy procedures [16-18]. It is a type
o f anatom ical im aging, non-invasive in
nature, that involves using a vibration in low
energized radio frequency response in a very
stro ngly consistent m agnetic field [19].
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the perceivability of a growth. Extra pictures
can be taken subsequent to directing the
differentiation specialist. The whole imaging
meeting requires around 60 minutes. Breast
MRI isn't FDA supported for routine breast
malignant growth screening, however clinical
preliminaries are being performed to decide
w hether MRI is im portant fo r screening
specific ladies, similar to that of the youthful
ones experiencing a high danger of breast
c o m p lic a tio n s . F o r b re a s t m a lig n a n c y
screening, the use o f atom ic MRI was
accounted for 40 years prior. [23]. Explicit
ness o f this screening procedure differs from
83-98%, though the affectability lies in the
scope of 75-100%. The American College of
R adio lo gy has like w ise suggeste d the
utilization of Breast MRI for high-hazard
populaces. X-ray cannot generally precisely
recognize maiignant growth and non-harmful
breast conditions. While contrast-upgraded
MRI is genuineiy essentiaily more precise
than m a m m o g ra p h y fo r d is tin g u is h in g
m ulticentric DCiS (Ductai Carcinom a In
Situ), it was aitogether less explicit than
mammography for identifying related obtru
sive sickness in one distributed series. X-ray
is costly, multiple times the expense of
cu s to m a ry m a m m o g ra p h y and on the
grounds that it will produce all the more false
positive outcomes, it creates added expen
ses of extra biopsies and additionally other
indicative development.

specificity differs from 37-86%. It is a nonobtrusive imaging procedure and works
by ch e c k in g th e e x a m p le s o f fle e tin g
improvement of a tissue post intravenous
in fu s io n o f a p a ra m a g n e tic d iffe re n c e
medium. Degrees of tissue vascularization,
in ju ry sep ara tion and in te rs titia l space
organization can be quantitatively dictated by
this m ethod [24]. This kind o f im aging
methodology can be critical in portraying
growth angiogenesis with generally speaking
events, repeat and endurance of the breast
cancer patients. Since this technique is three
dimensional in nature, extent o f disease
condition before morphological alterations of
the tissues can be well visualized, moreover it
can be used to predict the responses during
the early treatment times and even before
starting of the therapy. When integrated with
a computer aided diagnosis technique (like
that of the texture analysis features), DCEMRI can be useful in detecting some ER+
(estrogen receptor positive) subtypes of
breast cancer [25]. As indicated by another
report, T rip le N e g a tive B rea st C a n ce r
(TNBC) has been found to introduce various
tra d e m a rk h ig h lig h ts w ith s ig n ific a n t
contrasts from some other breast malignant
growth atomic subtypes on DCE-MRI the
morphological elements of the sores, similar
to the shape and design alongside the
examples of their improvement. This can
significantly improve the diagnosis of TNBC
[26]. There is no limitation of DCE-MRI
(unlike that of mammography) due to the
density of breast tissue, but the non-specific
nature of this technique can create some
issues [27].

3.3 Dynam ic C ontrast Enhanced MRI
(DCE-MRI)
DCE-MRI has m oderate specificity and
extreme sensitivity for diagnosing breast
m a lig n a n cy [38 -39 ]. S e n s itiv ity o f this
technique varies from 89-99% whereas the
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3.4 Magnetic Resonance Elastography

detection of very small focal lesions aiong
with its spatiai resoiutions. This is because of
overiapping in the tender maiignant tumors
and elasticity ranges of the stiff benign
iesions[31].

MRE procedure has effectively arisen as a
critical methodology for quantitative imaging
of the mechanical properties of delicate
tissues in vivo. Other than its utilizations in
the analysis of breast malignant growth,
lately, MRE has likewise been presented as a
clinical device for the assessment of a few
entanglements and illnesses remembering
intricacies fo r the mind, heart, skeletal
muscles, liver and so forth. [28]. It is a unique
flexibility imaging strategy that works by
joining MRI methods with exceptionally low
recurrence and utilizing mechanical waves
for making an elastogram for evaluating the
solidness of the tissues. It is a non-invasive
and non-ionising method with high sensitivity
(90-100%) and moderate specificity (3780%). Viscoelastic characteristics of breast
tissues can be quantitatively measured by
MRE technique by the application o f external
stress and pressure [29]. A ccording to
studies, stiffness has been found to be higher
in patients with dense breasts, compared to
the ones with non-dense breasts. This is a
result of the expansion in the quantity of cells,
proteoglycans, collagens, and so forth
contrasted with the encom passing solid
tissue and the non-cancerous tumors present
alongside. Though manual palpation is a
common technique utilized for the routine
screening and studying of breast cancer
patients, it lacks sensitivity and specificity.
According to some studies, by MRE scanning
of the patient's breasts, these restrictions of
manual palpations can be overcome. A study
on the MRE o f breast lesions reported
significant gain in diagnostics after analyzing
29 benign and 39 malignant lesions [30]. In
breast cancer scanning, MRE is limited by the

3.5 Diffusion Weighted Imaging
DWI or Diffusion Weighted Imaging is a type
of unchanged MRi method that utilizes
dissemination of water particies for creating
contrast in attractive reverberation pictures
for tending to a portion of the restrictions
iooked by ordinary breast MRi procedure.
This cycie depends on the recognizable proof
of a randomized minute movement of the free
water atom which is named as Brownian
Movement. When integrated with apparent
diffusion of coefficient mapping, DWI can
provide information regarding the function of
water in the tissues [32]. Sensitivity of this
te c h n iq u e v a rie s at 83% w h ereas the
specificity lies at 84%. DWI has been found
to possess the ability o f enhancing the early
monitoring of tum or responses to therapy
and monitoring of the residual tum or post
therapy procedures. Probable benefits of this
technique include enhanced differentiation of
non-cancerous and cancerous breast injuries
and monitoring and prophecy of their curative
efficacies [33]. This method has effectively
empowered the location of breast malignant
growth, particularly in patients having thicker
breasts. Be that as it may, affectability of
DWI procedure will in general shift when
contrasted with contrast upgraded MRI. The
limitation of this technique includes the lack of
spatial resolution. Som etim es it is also
unable to detect very small focal lesions.
Advancement and innovations in DWI are
gradually found to be helpful in overcoming
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significant advancements on Breast MRS,
simultaneously a number of potential factors
have also been identifies which can limit the
potentials of MRS including optimization of
the assessment methods along with the
com plexities involved in the acquisition
procedures which needs to be taken care of
and improved prior including this imaging
technique in any clinical environment.

the problems regarding the quality of images
produced by this technique. DWI can be
considered an accurate, non-radioactive
imaging technique that still has not reached
its ultim a te potential and is im proving
gradually.
3.6 Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
MRS or Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
is used for measuring a chemical spectrum in
the area by the use of a high magnetic field
strength, ranging from 11-15 T on tissue
samples, cell extracts, body fluids, thereby
reporting significant information regarding
the chemical contents of the areas. It is a sort
of biological imaging method that breaks
down the particular subatomic parts of a
tissue by distinguishing the modifications in
the natural chemistry of the tissues and
recognizing ch a ra cte ristic properties of
breast malignant growth [34-35]. Integra
tion of MRI procedure with the in vivo 1H
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy protocol
can further enhance the total acquisition time
period by about 1 0 min approximately along
with the benefits of improvising the diagnostic
p re c is io n o f c lin ic a l B re a s t M a g n e tic
Resonance [36]. Sensitivity of this technique
varies at 93% whereas the specificity lies at
70%. MRS can successfully overcome the
drawbacks of mammography. Moreover, it is
a radiation free imaging technique with
excellent spatial resolution. One o f the
drawbacks of this imaging technique includes
its need of larger lesions for detection along
with its poor sensitivity in detecting tCho
signals, a phosphocholine metabolite which
is used as a d ia g n o stic b iom arke r fo r
detecting elevations in breast cancer [37].
Since the last decade, there has been

3.7 P o s itro n E m is s io n T o m o g ra p h y
(PET) Scan and PET in Integration with
Computer-Aided Tomography (CT) Scan
as PET-CTScan
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a
amalgamation o f PET scan and CT scan that
can produce highly specific and detailed
images of the body. High sensitivity and
spatial resolution of the PET scanners used
fo r b re a s t c a n c e r d e te c tio n (P o s itro n
Emission Mammography) are extensively
used for the study and detection of primary
tumors. It is actually a technical process
that observes the blood flow rate,
n e u ro tra n s m itte r, ra te o f m e ta b o lis m ,
radiolabeled drugs in the patient and eases
the measurement of physiological functions
in the body. It is also used for quantitative
analysis as a disease process keeps evolving
over a time period by monitoring the relative
changes because of a specific stimulus [38].
It works by consolidating diverse atomic
m edication m ethods and figured tom o
graphy, consequently bringing about top
notch and specifically detailed pictures.
Sensitivity of these techniques varies from
90-100% whereas the specificity differs from
75-90%. It is a non-invasive process and
provides the patient with high diagnostic
profits compared to individual PET scan or
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CT scan. It is a costly process. It fails to detect
the tumor whose size is smaller than 8 mm
[39] . PET scan with FDG (F-fluorodeoxygiucose, an analogue of glucose) has been
considered an important diagnostic tool for
m e a su rin g the m e ta b o lic a c tiv itie s by
evaluating the amounts of accumulation of
FDG. FDG has gained popularity for the
detection of small tumors, observing and
monitoring their treatment responses thereby
forecasting the patient's fate having cancer.
When the F-fluorodeoxyglucose Positron
Emission Tomography radiotracers enter the
cells through the glucose transportation
channels, the tum or cells take them up in
higher quantities compared to the normal
ce lls. T hus PET-C T scan s have been
considered an important factor for predicting
th e m a iig n a n c y s ta tu s a lo n g s id e th e
prognosis of the patients suffering from
breast cancer. According to studies, the
uptake of F-fluorodeoxyglucose inversely
varies with the fate of breast cancer patients.
After the initiation of nanoparticle assisted
photothermai therapy, it was observed that
the tum or cells significantly reduced the
uptake of FDG. Thus it was conciuded that it
can be used as an effective marker for
assessing the cancer treatment responses
[40] .
3.8 Breast Specific Gamma Imaging
BSGI or Breast Specific Gamma Imaging is
otherwise called Scintimammography. In this
strategy, an innocuous radioactive tracer is
inserted inside the patient, which might
am ass d istin ctive ly in the carcinogenic
and noncancerous tissue. This moiecular
breast imaging technique that works by
the application of a radiotracer, uses a
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speciaiized
gamma camera for the
identification and image capturing of the
breast iesions. This technique got FDA
approved in 1999 and is considered an
addition to mammography. This technique is
successful in the identification of very smail
lesions (less than 1 cm). Sensitivity of this
technique varies from 90-96% whereas the
s p e c ific ity d iffe rs fro m 7 1 -8 0 % . T h is
s p e c ia liz e d n u c le a r m e d icin e im ag ing
te c h n iq u e is v e ry u s e fu l in d e te c tin g
m am m ographically im penetrable breast
c a n c e r w ith s p e c ific ity and s e n s itiv ity
comparable to MRI. Breast density cannot
affect BSGI technique. Technetium Tc99m
Sestamibi is a radiotracer used in BCGI and
w orks by its infection into the patient’s
bloodstream, followed by its observations
using a specialized camera [41-42]. This
process is not suitable for routine tum or
screening since a very high dose o f radiation
is being used and the whole body gets
exposed to that huge amount of radiation
[43].
3.9 M olecular Im age Guided Sentinel
Node Biopsy
SLNB or Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy is a
negligibiy obtrusive, progressive strategy
utiiized for the location and recognizable
proof of metastasis in the beginning phases
of breast malignant growth. It is basically a
surgical technique for detection of cancer
spread in the lymphatic system. Depending
on the status of nodal metastasis, SLNB is
conducted to determine the optical thera
peutic procedure [44]. This technique is
popuiar for reduced compiexities following
operative measures which are related with
conventional dissections of the axiiiary iymph
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nodes. Sensitivity of this technique varies at
90-90.5% whereas the specificity iies at
85.7%. A review on the significance of the
sentinel lymph node micrometastases in
human breast m alignant growth tracked
down that albeit the endurance pace of
patients without Micrometastatic Sentinel
Lymph Node don't contrast genuinely from
those patients experiencing Micrometastatic
Sentinel Lymph Node, around 9.3% of the
patients (w ithout M icro m eta static SLN)
experienced an extra axiiiary nodal illness
fo llo w in g a x iiia ry a n a ly z a tio n , th o u g h
patients with Micrometastatic SLN had a
critical decline in their endurance rate when
the course o f a xiiia ry anaiyzation was
precluded [45]. Intense direction of SLNB
sho uid che ck the a m o u n t o f in tru s iv e
m ethodoiogy required and break down
various basin waste through restricted SLN.
T h is can fu n d a m e n ta lly w o rk on th e
e xa ctn e ss o f bre a st m a lig n a n t grow th
arranging in iadies experiencing intrusive
b re a s t c a n c e r. T h is p ro c e d u re is n 't
prescribed to patients with incendiary breast
malignant growth and privately progressed
diseases.

th a t these reflections form is called a
sonogram . It is used as an additive to
mammography. Using these technologies
together increases the accuracy of detection
o f cancer. Its c a p a b ility to d e te c t the
difference between fluid fiiied cysts and solid
tumors, as they have different refractive
indexes, is the reason why it is used aiong
with mammography. The time range required
for it is 15 to 30 minutes, it depends on how
difficult it is for the technician to identify the
iocation of the tumor. Sensitivity o f this
technique varies at 80-89% whereas the
specificity lies at 34-88%. Sonography is not
used in routine because it cannot detect
calcifications in the breast, which is a sign of
ductal carcinoma in situ. Currently it is used
for image guided biopsy.
3.11 Digital Infrared Thermography
Infrared thermography depends on the rule
that chemical along with blood vessel action
in both precancerous tissue and the regions
encompassing a creating breast malignant
growth is regularly higher than in the ordinary
breasts. Precancerous and carcinogenic
masses have high metabolic rates, and they
need a bountiful stockpile of supplements to
develop. To do this they increment course
to their cells by conveying synthetic signs
to continue to e xist veins open, e n list
dorm ant vessels, and m ake new ones
(neo-angiogenic). The expanded vascular
m o v e m e n t re g u la rly b rin g s a b o u t an
expansion in surface temperatures of the
breast close to the area of growth, which can
be imaged through thermographic gadgets.
In 1982, the FDA supported the principal
breast thermography gadget as an adjunc
tive breast m alignant growth screening

3.10 Ultrasound
Ultrasound or Sonography is an imaging
strategy that can be utilized for the screening
of breast maiignant growth in patients with
thicker breasts. It can well examine the
regions not seen with mammograms. Thus
the limitations of mammography technique
can be overcome by Sonography technique
[46]. Here high frequency sound waves are
reflected by the organs in the body, these
echoes are different for normai heaithy
tissues and for cancerous tissues. The image
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system. From that point forward, a few
devices have been endorsed under the
FDA's 510(k) comparable device audit. In
light of an investigation of breast disease
discovery, examination of the viability and
accuracy of a non-intrusive advanced
infrared w arm im aging fra m e w o rk was
performed. As per that review. Digital Infrared
Thermography can be viewed as an
important expansion to mammography and
ultrasound in ladies having thicker breast
parenchyma [47].

cells that can hypothetically be identified by
the electrodes. The distinction in ionic focus
m a k e s an e le c t r ic a l p o te n t ia l th a t
hypothetically could be estimated by anodes
put on the breasts. A specialist can go
through this noninvasive method in under 2 0
minutes and test outcomes are accessible for
radiologist translation inside five minutes
after the methodology. This innovation is
presently under clinical exam ination to
accumulate information to submit to the FDA.
Starting investigations report an affectability
of 90-95% and a particularity of 40-65%
percent for substantial injuries. In a study
related to the m easurem ents o f benign
lesions and breast cancer, it was found that
on average, the altered electrical potentials
monitored and detected via non-invasive
measurements of the skin, refeltedc the
marked presence of some transformed cells
in patients suffering from breast cancer [48j.

3.12 Thermorhythmometry
In spite of the fact that thermorhythmometry
depends upon comparable standards as
in fra re d th e rm o g ra p h y to a s s is t w ith
recognizing breast disease, this method
utilizes an alternate methodology. Rather
than imaging the breast, tests are set on the
breast that screen the skin temperature over
a 24-hour time span (known as a circadian
rhythm) to distinguish differences which
might compare to neo-angiogenesis and
malignant growth. This methodology plans to
recognize anomalies that could be missed
with tests that just inspect the breast for a
s h o rt tim e fra m e , c o n c e iv a b ly m is s in g
admonition signs that are just obvious by
investigating the day by day temperature
patterns of the patients.

3.14 Electrical Impedance Scanning
It utilizes the electrical leading properties of
the breast tissue to recognize cancers. A
limited quantity of current is brought into the
body utilizing a handheld test; the breast
tissue is then imaged utilizing a professional
held device. The device doesn't discharge
radiation; rather, a tiny measure of electric
flow, like a little battery, is communicated into
the body. The current goes through the breast
where it is estimated by the filtering test.
Spaces o f low impedance, which m ight
compare to dangerous growths, appear as
dazzling white spots on a PC screen. The
scanner sends the picture straightforwardly
to a PC, permitting the radiologist to move the
te st around the breast to get the best
perspective on the space being inspected.

3.13 Electrical Potential Measurement
In this strategy, electrodes are set on the
breasts w hich can quantify the m odest
quantity of regular electric charge at different
areas on the breast. The strange develop
ment of malignant growth cells might create
awkward nature in the ionic inclinations of
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The device is planned to diminish the quantity
of biopsies expected to decide if a mass is
actually cancerous. The FDA endorsed an
EIS gadget called the T-Scan 2000, in 1999,
as an aide to mammography.

growth. It includes the assortment of cells for
infinitesimal assessment by washing the
breast channels with a saline arrangement.
The example is then broken down by a
pathologist to distinguish the irregularities. At
present, this method is just used in patients
with different danger variables of bosom
malignant growth improvement with a means
to identify disease creating chances even
before its event. Ductal Lavage can be used
for the examination of different molecular
markers associated with breast malignancies
and monitoring of abnormal cytology [49].
This technique got FDA approved in 1999
and has overall limited clinical use.

3.15 Microwave Imaging
Microwave signals are utilized to picture the
conductivity of the breast. Since the water
content of tissue to a great extent decides the
conductivity, specialists m ight have the
option to segregate between the low water
content of sound cells and high water content
in growths to distinguish harmful breast
tissue.

3.18 Gene Expression Profiling

3.16 Optical

Gene Expression Profiling or Gene Profiling
describes the tissue tests dependent on the
action of different qualities that assume a part
in cre ating o b tru s iv e bre a st m a lig n a n t
growth. The overall action of thousands of
qualities on a microarray (glass slide with
many spots, each exclusively addressing one
quality) is investigated by computer calcula
tions to anticipate the conduct of the tissue.
By the utilization of this strategy, quality
pro file s can be u tiliz e d to assess the
visualization of breast cancer patients, sub
characterizing bosom m alignant growths
types and foreseeing different treatm ent
reactions. This technique is gradually easing
the understanding o f the heterogeneous
nature of breast malignancy to scientists and
researchers, on a genomic scale [50].

Infrared light is made to go through the breast
tissue distinguishing the spaces of high
vascular action that have been displayed to
correspond with the quick development of
cancers. Since most cancers require a wealth
o f su p p le m e n ts conveyed throug h the
vasculature of the fine bed for sped up
development, the high oxygen content and
blood volume has been exhibited to connect
with harm. Just gentle bosom pressure is
needed for this strategy and the bosom tissue
isn't presented to radiation. This technique is
le a n e d to w a rd fo r its sp e e d , m inim al
expense, wellbeing, and noninvasiveness;
nonetheless, optical imaging has not been
approved in huge clinical preliminaries and
issues o f low picture goal and hardships with
picture recreation should be survived.

3.19 Gene Testing

3.17 Ductal Lavage

T h is m e th o d u tiliz e s a b lo o d te s t to
distinguish hereditary changes that have
been related with an expanded danger of

This method is not that much utilized in ladies
having a high danger of breast malignant
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creating breast malignant growth. Until this
point, the main clinically approved qualities
have been BRCA1 and B R C A 2. T h is
technique is not FDA approved till date.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
ROADMAP
In this review, the author has distinguished
probably the most well-known strategies and
systems utilized in the location, checking,
d e te rm in a tio n and tre a tm e n t o f breast
m alignancies. These m ethods o f breast
carcinoma diagnosis and treatment have
undergone several changes and improve
ments over the past few years. The focus has
mainly been on controlling and maintaining
the
disease with
maximum
patient
compliance and decreased patient discom
fort along with the reduction in side-effects
post treatment and operative measures. It is
very important to maintain the integrity of the
surrounding norm al healthy cells w hile
treating the deceased cancerous cells. Not all
imaging techniques can be suitable for a
particular patient, it keeps varying from one
patient to another depending on their health
condition. Some women cannot tolerate
excessive aggressive treatment procedures.
For some, operation is not an option. Cancer
stage is an important aspect in this area,
since the scanning techniques often vary
according to the patient's stage of cancer.
With the use of these scanning techniques
one can avail an opportunity of early breast
cancer detection, which would save more
lives. With the advancement of years along
w ith the em ergence o f these scanning
techniques, new m ultifunctional imaging
modalities can be expected to enter clinical
trials in near future for better diagnosis,
identification and detection of breast cancer
malignancy in patients.

3.20 Serum Proteomic Profiling
In this technique, the overall measures of
different proteins in the blood are estimated
by mass spectrometry. Computer calcula
tions are then used to recognize designs that
might be characteristic of the conceivable
presence of disease. Notwithstanding, this
procedure will just show the presence of
cancer. A nother m ethodology should be
utilized to picture the tissue and decide the
a re a s o f th e m a lig n a n t g ro w th . T h is
technique is still in the experimental phase.
3.21 Piezoelectric Finger Sensor
A piezoelectric finger (PEF) is a piezoelectric
cantilever sensor prepared to do all electrical
tissue firmness estimation. Estimation of
tissue firmness is accomplished by basically
setting a PEF on a tissue similar to palpation
(electronic palpation) however with a much
higher affectability and exactness. It is a
nanotechnology based m ethodology fo r
hindering cell multiplication of breast
carcinom as. B iocom patible piezoelectric
nanoparticles are utilized to target, alter and
invigorate HER2+ bosom disease cells [51].
Piezoelectric has paved the way for develop
ment of certain devices that can detect breast
cancer lesions earlier and more accurately
compared to other techniques and scanning
images available at present. The devices
using piezoelectric are comparatively less
invasive and more comfortable. Piezoelectri
city has the potential to replace mammo
grams in future.
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